
BALANCED SCORECARD IMPLEMENTATION THESIS

Implementing strategy with balanced scorecard. .. that have been made, the aim of this thesis is to explore whether a
balanced scorecard.

Papenhausen, C. Learning and growth perspective: The learning and growth perspective identifies the sets of
skills and processes that drive the college to continuously improve its critical internal processes. For every
development phase of the developing process, a particular test phase is defined. The paper points out that the
BSC approach is well suited to a higher education situation esp. Thus, performance and service measures
indicate to which level services contribute to the value of the product. Bailey, A. From the figure 4, the four
perspectives of BSC may be explained in a process of planting an apple tree when a manager which may be
illustrated as a gardener tries planting an apple tree. Most of the ratios are measured quarterly. Balanced
scorecard itself is applied with the help of indicators system. For product leader strategies innovation
processes are of major importance for a continuing creation of new products. This refers especially to the
quality aspect of IT projects, because in many IT projects no accurate time for testing is reserved. This will
build the basis for the following examination of the ideologies and principles proclaimed by the inventors.
Some academicians argue that both teaching and research cannot be done at the same point of time. According
to help. First, the BSC communicates a shared vision of the company, which should ideally be translated into
measures for all divisions and subdivisions of the company. Some college teachers, who are interested in
research may conduct research and publish papers. Hence, the internal perspective deals with all internal
processes necessary for creating customer value. Some unique characteristics include the following: More than
half of the 27 undergraduate programs are not offered at any other campus in the University of Wisconsin
system, and several are unique in the nation; The programs emphasize business-relation processes and staying
current with fast-changing technology and market dynamics; and Traditional instruction is reinforced by
extensive technology laboratories and industry partnerships. It would try bringing the organisational goals to
be addressed through its multiple dimensions. Important measures for companies being in the growth stage are
percentage growth values and growth of sales values. Financial According to Mooraj, Oyon and Hostettler , p.
Research activity of college teachers is invariably out of their natural interest rather than a yardstick for their
promotion unlike in universities. Internal business processes deliver the value proposition to stakeholders and
drive the financial effectiveness. The BSC enables companies to track financial results while simultaneously
monitoring progress in building the capabilities and acquiring the intangible assets they need for future
growth". With this personal optimisation problem the original goals of the company could drift to unintended
personal goals of employees. Financial measures which take effectiveness and productivity into account are
for example return on investment as well as gross margin. Primary data are collected through observations and
secondary data are that have been collected and revised Lewis,  Additional to the three subdivisions, IT
Management performs the communication interface to other divisions of the company, for example to the
accounting department. Because of that, it is necessary to fulfil the goals of the shareholders such as profit and
growth purposes and all strategies, programs and initiatives are focused towards the achievement of the
long-term company purpose, the generation of financial profits for the investors. Application of Balanced
Scorecard at Institutes of Higher Education There are a number of universities around the world that have
implemented the Balanced Scorecard. Furthermore, through the cockpit the manager may navigate not only
one factor for example, wind but also there are many factors for instance, temperature, speed, etc. The
Balanced scorecardâ€”Measures that drive Performance. To accomplish this objective, there are two major
approaches: either improving productivity or growth. In his opinion this unfortunate trend can be reversed if
the society displays a will and creates an environment to cure the causes of the deeply entrenched malady. A
difference in the innovation economy is also that competition does not play the major role for developing
strategies anymore. One of the strongest criticism of the BSC is, that the BSC as defined by Kaplan and
Norton in the beginning of the s, is not based on a proven economic theory. Kaplan, R. Therefore, it is worth
asking whether this is a valid model for obtaining the superior financial results assured. Moreover, the
dissertation evaluates if the international popularity of the BSC is due to its substance as an innovative and
practical theory or simply to its promotional rhetoric. Accordingly, instruments, such as operational planning,
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liquidity planning or calculation as well as instruments, such as discount analysis or project management,
belong to tools which are used by operational controller. The critical point of the operational work of a
controller i. This bachelor thesis would only focus on the one strategic controlling instrument which is
balanced scorecard. In Part I the BSC framework will first be described with looking at its development over
time since its primary introduction in 


